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NO:   PC-393 PRODUCT:  SYSMAC STUDIO 
DATE: May 2020  TYPE:   Software Update 
 

Sysmac Studio (SYSMAC-SE200D) Version 1.40 Release 
Note  

(Contains expanded product capabilities and significant bug fixes) 
 

                   
 
 Updates: 
 Support of New Hardware 

 
Controllers: 
NX1P2 Controller version 1.41 
NX102-□□00 Controller version 1.41 
NX102-□□20 Controller version 1.34 
NX701 Controller version 1.22 
NJ101-□000 Controller version 1.41    
NJ301-1□00 Controller version 1.41    
NJ501-1□00 Controller version 1.41 

 

 
NX-TC Temperature Control Units: 
   NX-TC240□ version 1.3 
   NX-TC340□ version 1.3  

 

Effective April 31,2020, the following Sysmac Studio 
software will be updated to Version 1.40 Changes in 
Version 1.40 are listed below and this update will be 
available ONLY via Auto Update for 32 Bit Version and 
via Auto Update and .iso file for 64 Bit Version.  
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Safety CPUs: 
NX-SL5700 version 1.4 
NX-SL5500 version 1.4 

  
Devices with EtherNet/IP Connection 
Settings: 
MX-Z20□□H-V1 series Laser Marker 
The revision 3 of K6CM series Motor Condition 
Monitoring Devices (upgraded) 
   K6CM-VBMx-EIP Revision 3 
   K6CM-ISMx-EIP Revision 3  
 The revision 3 of K6PM series Motor Condition 
Monitoring Devices (new) 
   K6CM-CI2Mx-EIP Revision 3 
 
 

 

GI-S-series Safety I/O Terminal Units 
GI-SMD 1624 
GI-SID 1224 
 

 
Programmable Terminals 
Soft-NA 
NA5-□□W□□□□-V1  
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Enhanced/Improved Functions 
 

 Support Model Change on Omron Servo Drives 
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 New Function:  Ladder Rung Comment List 

 
 

 Easier to enter variables in Cross Reference 
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 Delete Unused Variables in Safety Program 

 
 

 
 Import/Export Safety I/O Map 
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 Safety Programming Improvements 

 
 

 HMI Operation Log 
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 HMI Safety Monitor 

 
 

 HMI FTP Client 
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 Export images, videos, and documents  

 
 

 Import/Export HMI Pages 
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 Change page names once for the entire project 
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Improved/Enhanced Functions 

 
 Controllers 

 Support the function to change Servo Driver models. 
 Enable to enter local variables easily to the reference target area in the cross 

reference Tab Page. 
 Solved the problem that a user went to a wrong point when clicking the cross 

reference list. 
 Solved the problem that when connection settings are implemented for a Valcon 

PLC's device, an error occurred and RPI could not be configured. 
 Solved the problem that the data was written to the location designated by the 

FileSeek instruction even though the FileOpen instruction was executed in the 
Additional Write Mode during a simulation.  

 Solved the problem that when the user-defined functions or function blocks with 
same names were copied and pasted to another project, properties were not 
overwritten.  

 Solved the problem that the screen was temporarily frozen when a background 
build was executed during a project editing.  

 Solved the problem that when an inline ST loaded an empty project, an error in 
the inline ST might not be detected.  

 Solved the problem that a build error might not be detected during online editing 
and transferred normally.  

 Solved the problem that the online editing functionality might not work properly 
while an integrated simulation with an HMI was running. 

 
 HMI 

 Solved the problem that when the version 1.11 or higher project was re-opened to 
be synchronized, data inconsistency might occur. 

 Solved the problem that a synchronization might take longer time when a project 
contained unnecessary data. 

 Solved the problem that Sysmac Studio might be terminated abnormally if the 
windows of Properties or Animations were switched frequently. 

 Solved the problem that Sysmac Studio was terminated abnormally when the HMI 
view was opened from the cross reference results in cross reference tab page while 
the HMI view was not opened.  

 Solved the problem that when a project was converted to the version 1.11 and 
closed, specified values were initialized after the project was re-opened.  

 [Runtime] Solved the problem that some scale marks of the y-axis on a broken line 
graph might not be displayed partly.  

 [Runtime] Solved the problem that a text color of a data lamp might be displayed 
differently from the set color. 

 [Runtime] Improved tag verification at an online edit in the controller. Refer to the 
manual for the combinations with the controller that enables the functionality.  

 [OS] Support NA5-□□W□□□□-V1 
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 [OS] Support the Safety Monitor functionality 
 [OS] Support the Operation Logging functionality 

 
 Safety 

 Enable to import safety unit restore files. 
 Improved the processing time to upload the safety application data. 
 Solved the problem that when a large-size project was being opened, the safety 

application data might not be uploaded. 
 Solved the problem that the project with a CIP Safety device of other company could 

not be opened after the Sysmac Studio update. 
 Solved the problem that a part of the power flow is not displayed in the FBD editor. 

 
 Simulator 

 Support the 3D Simulation function. 
Use only the Sysmac Studio with loaded 3D CAD data for 3D simulations. Operation 
of a control program created during machine development can be verified in a virtual 
environment. This improves program accuracy during design, reducing rework at 
verification using physical devices and saving development time. 
Simulations can be used to test feasibility during process design or to share the 
same understanding between mechanical and electrical designers during operation 
design, improving design quality and engineering efficiency. 
 

 
 

Specifications and prices in this product news are as of the issue date and are subject to change without notice. 
Only main changes in specifications are described in this document. Please be sure to read the relevant catalogs, 
product specifications, instructions, and manuals for precautions and necessary information when using products 
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